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                 MR. FRANKLIN:  We'll like to go ahead and
  begin, if everyone can find their seats.  I respect your
  time.  It is now 6:30 and I would look like to call this
  meeting to order.
                 My name is Perry Franklin and I'll be
  serving as your facilitator for this very important
  meeting.  If I could ask you to silence your cell phones,
  just out of respect for your fellow neighbor, and, if
  there's a conversation, if you could take that into the
  outside hall, that will be much appreciated.  Let's go
  ahead and get started.
                 I would like to call forward an individual
  that many of you know, Mr. Don Pitts.  He's a Natural
  Resource Trustee for the State of Texas, and he will open
  us up this evening.
                 MR. PITTS:  Thank you, Perry.
                 Folks, I want to welcome you on behalf of
  all the State and Federal Trustees who are involved in the
  Natural Resource Damage Assessment associated with the
  Deepwater Horizon Spill to our meeting this evening.  I
  really appreciate the turnout.  This is our first meeting
  in Corpus Christi, and it's good to see a great turnout.
                 Before I go too much further, though, I
  wanted to recognize a couple of individuals in the
  audience from -- who are representing elected officials.
  First, we have Dan Leyendecker from Todd Hunter's office.
  He's in the back.  Thank you.  Also, we have Sharon Bailey
  Lewis, who is here on behalf of the City of Corpus Christi
  Mayor Nelda Martinez.  Thank you very much.
                 The meeting today may be a little confusing
  as to why we're here tonight, folks.  We're here tonight
  to talk about a document that the Natural Resource
  Trustees have put together this document.  It's called --
  and we have to wait for a minute.  It's a relatively long
  title here.  It's called the Draft Programmatic and
  Phase III Early Restoration Plan and Draft Early
  Restoration Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, a
  huge chain of words, folks, for a large document.
                 If you have seen it published on the back
  table there, it's a couple of volumes and, fortunately,
  we've got some CDs there for you to take that have it on
  there as well.  But what this is, is the Natural Resource
  Trustees for all the Gulf States, as well as our Federal
  identified or designated Trustees, have taken the time to
  put together their best thoughts on the types of projects
  that are suitable for early restoration.
                 There's a dozen different types of
  projects, nine of which are ecological in nature and the
  other three are recreational-use focused, and it lays out
  a plan for our preferred approach in -- when implementing
  these types of projects or programs.
                 The document also identifies 44 specific
  projects across the Gulf that will help start the Gulf to
  recover from the oil spill, and among those 44 projects
  are five projects from Texas that total almost $20 million
  and all of which focuses on recreational use.  The last
  thing the document does is it evaluates the potential
  ecological impact that's associated with any early
  restoration projects.
                 This document is very much in a draft form.
  It's a form that is part of our process.  We need to hear
  from the public and what they think about our ideas and
  our process moving forward.  Your input is something
  that's very important to us in terms of developing a final
  draft of the document, and we can't do it until we listen
  to you and react to comments in the document, in the final
  document itself.
                 While we're working on this early
  restoration plan, we also want to make sure you knew that
  we're still very much involved in evaluating impacts
  associated with the spill.  This is a process that's still
  going to take a couple more years to finalize to fully
  understand what impacts are there and come up with a full
  restoration plan that would compensate the public for
  those impacts and injuries.  We're here, committed to talk
  to you about early restoration and we plan on coming back
  and talking to you about the injury assessment as it moves
  forward as well to keep you fully informed.
                 Now, you're going to hear a lot about
  different ways of providing public input.  Either --
  there's a multitude of ways we have built into the process
  to get your thoughts on our proposed plan.  Please take
  advantage of at least one of those.  If you -- if you have
  thoughts and you need to go back and add, modify, by all
  means, comment twice.  We want everybody's full and
  complete picture of what they think about the project.
                 One of the things we're doing in this
  particular case that we have never done before is we're
  going across the Gulf in multiple meetings like this in
  each and every state.  Meetings have been held like this
  in Mississippi, in Alabama, in Louisiana.  We've had two
  two already in Texas this week.  We are here in Corpus
  Christi tonight.  Next week, the crew is moving to Florida
  to do the same thing for the public there.
                 So this is something that we're really
  reaching out, trying to reach as many of the public as we
  can to make sure we get good feedback on what our proposal
  is.  I think that's my -- all my introductory comments.
                 Debora, I think I'll now turn it back over
  to you -- or to Perry.  I'm sorry.  He'll give some
  instructions for us before we begin.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Don.
                 As Don said, we want to hear from you.  We
  have a court reporter with us tonight to ensure that your
  comments are accurately captured for the record.  We also
  have with us tonight sign language interpreters and
  Spanish interpreters.
                 Are there any individuals in the house
  tonight that are in need of sign language assistance?
                 (Above request is translated through
                 Spanish and sign language)
                 (No response from the floor)
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.
                 As you came in, there were many, many
  handouts around the rear of the room.  There were handouts
  dealing with the Texas Gulf Coast projects and there is
  one talking about the entire restoration process.  This is
  the Executive Summary.  This is a very nice document to
  pick up if you did not pick this one up, as it gives you
  website addresses.  It gives you a lot of information to
  take with you to help you with your commenting, if you
  don't do that tonight.
                 When you came in, you signed in on a blue
  card.  If you did not sign in on a blue card, please do so
  on your way out.  On this blue card, it has a question:
  "Do a wish to make a statement at this meeting?"  Most of
  you checked "No".  At any time tonight during the
  presentation, if there's something that comes to mind,
  just simply raise your hand and we'll get a blue card to
  you.  We know why you have raised your hand, okay, and
  we'll get a blue card to you.  We want to hear from you
  because, at this time, I'll tell you I only have a few
  cards from individuals that would like to make public
  comment.  Please take advantage of all of the subject
  matter experts that are here with you tonight in your
  community.
                 Lastly, remember this date:  February 19th,
  as that is the date when public comment closes.  So we
  have a little bit more than three weeks to make public
  comment.  If you're not prepared to make public comment
  tonight, please remember the alternative methods to do so.
                 Also, in the rear of the room, we have a
  computer logged in to the Internet.  If you would like
  someone to assist you with making public comment, there is
  a staff member who can help you at that table following
  the meeting tonight.  So, at this time, let's go ahead and
  jump right in.
                 I would like to introduce Ms. Debora
  McClain.  She is the Department of the Interior's Deputy
  Case Manager for the Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource
  Damage Assessment.  Debora has many years of experience
  working on NRDAs, including the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill.
  Ms. McClain.
                 MS. McCLAIN:  Thank you, Perry.
                 Good evening, everyone, and thank you very
  much for joining us this evening.  We'll be covering a lot
  of information this evening.
                 First, I'll give you an overview of the
  Natural Resource Damage Assessment, commonly referred to
  as NRDA, and we'll also be spending some time on what's
  contained in the Draft Early Restoration document that was
  released to the public on December 6th, 2013.
                 I will provide information about the major
  components of that document, which are the Draft
  Programmatic Early Restoration Plan, the Draft Early
  Restoration Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
  and the Draft Phase III Early Restoration Proposed
  Projects.  After my presentation, I'll turn it over to
  Perry, who will lead the public comment portion of the
  meeting.
                 The Oil Pollution Act of 1990, which was
  adopted after the Exxon Valdez, includes this NRDA
  objective:  To make the environment and public whole from
  injuries to natural resources and services resulting from
  an incident involving a discharge or substantial threat of
  discharge of oil.  That's why we're here tonight, because,
  from the time of the Deepwater Horizon Spill, we have been
  working to make the public and the environment whole.  So
  let me tell you who we are and give you some more
  information about Natural Resource Damage Assessment.
                 So who are the Trustees?  The Trustees are
  the public entities who are responsible for determining
  injury and restoration needed to achieve that NRDA
  objective of making the public and the environment whole.
  The Trustees for this case are the states of Alabama,
  Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas, and four
  Federal entities, the Department of the Interior, the
  Department of Commerce, as Represented by the National
  Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S.
  Department of Agriculture and the Environmental Protection
  Agency.  The Trustees rely on science to determine both
  injury and restoration necessary to make the public and
  the environment whole.  So how do we do this?
                 First, we determine the kinds of injuries
  caused and the amount of injury that occurred to natural
  resources and their services.  So what do we mean by
  "natural resources"?  We mean wetlands, marshes, beaches,
  wildlife, water quality, oyster beds, nearshore reefs and
  many more.
                 What do we mean by "natural resource
  services"?  Natural resource services include the
  ecological and recreational services that natural
  resources provide.  Examples of ecological services
  include wildlife habitat provided by coastal marshes, fish
  nurseries provided by coastal wetlands, fish habitat
  provided by reefs and erosion reduction provided by
  coastal vegetation.
                 Recreational use services include such
  things as beach going and recreation provided by clean
  beaches, canoeing and kayaking, provided by the estuaries
  and rivers.  The cost of this NRDA process, injury
  assessment and restoration, is borne by BP and other
  responsible parties.
                 So there's three basic phases to a NRDA:
  The pre-assessment, injury assessment and restoration
  planning, and then restoration implementation.  From the
  day the oil started to flow, the Trustees were out in
  force, capturing data as part of this pre-assessment
  phase.  We are concurrently in the injury assessment and
  restoration planning, and due to early restoration, we're
  also in restoration implementation.
                 Normally, an injury assessment is followed
  by restoration planning.  We have a NRDA settlement prior
  to moving in to restoration implementation.  So although
  we're here tonight talking about Early Restoration Plan
  Proposed Projects, I want to assure you that the Trustees
  are still conducting our injury assessment.
                 We have a unique opportunity due to the
  agreement made in April of 2011 where BP agreed to provide
  up to a billion dollars for early restoration prior to our
  injury assessment being completed.  Early restoration is
  unique.  It allows us to start restoration prior to
  completing our injury assessment, but it also presents
  certain challenges because it's concurrent with the
  development of a potential litigation case.  So the
  Trustees must balance the need to protect our potential
  litigation case with the need to inform you, the public,
  of ongoing activities.
                 As many of you probably already know, the
  billion dollars is being split equally between the five
  Gulf States, NOAA, and DOI, with the remaining 300 million
  set aside for state-sponsored projects that will be
  selected by DOI and NOAA.  It's important to know that BP
  did not provide a lump sum billion dollars to the
  Trustees.  Rather, the funds are made available as
  projects are selected and approved.
                 So this graphical representation, which is
  also in the draft plan, shows how the selection process
  works.  The Trustees have been soliciting project ideas,
  which are then screened.  In order for those project ideas
  to move forward, they must meet certain criteria contained
  within the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 and the Early
  Restoration Framework Agreement.  Projects that make it
  through the screening process must then be negotiated with
  BP, as required by that Early Restoration Framework
  Agreement.  We negotiate with BP on two main points:  The
  first one being how much the proposal cost, and the second
  one is what benefits those proposals provide.
                 Additionally, the negotiations with BP
  include how those projects and the benefits they provide
  will fit into the final claim.  Ultimately, the Trustees
  do guide this process.  After negotiations with BP, the
  Trustees must decide whether to include the projects in a
  Draft Early Restoration Plan.  The Trustees draft the plan
  on the proposed projects, which include an analysis of
  environmental impacts.  This is what we commonly call the
  NEPA Analysis.  The draft plan is released to the public,
  which is followed by a public comment period.  That's what
  we're doing here today.
                 After considering all public comments and
  making any necessary changes to the document, the Draft
  Programmatic Plan with the PEIS will be finalized with the
  Phase III plan integrated within.  A Record of Decision,
  commonly referred to as a ROD, will be issued and
  published after the document is finalized.  The ROD will
  identify the programmatic alternative and Phase III
  projects that have been selected by the Trustees.  As
  required by the Framework Agreement, project stipulations
  must be agreed to by both the Trustees and BP and then
  filed with the court.  Once all of that has been done,
  project implementation can proceed.
                 So, to date, the Trustees have used the
  early restoration funds for ten projects through two early
  restoration plans.  Phase I included eight projects in
  Alabama, Florida, Louisiana and Mississippi.  While some
  of those projects are complete, others are in various
  stages of implementation and monitoring.  The total cost
  of those projects was approximately $62 million.
                 Phase II included two projects:  One for
  nesting habitat for beach nesting birds and the other
  reduces artificial lighting impacts on nesting sea
  turtles.  Both of those projects are currently underway
  and the approximate total is $9 million for those
  projects.
                 So with Phase I and Phase II projects
  underway, the Trustees wanted to continue the early
  restoration momentum.  On May 6th, 2013, the Trustees
  published a Notice of Intent to consider 28 future early
  restoration projects.  On June 4th, 2013, the Trustees
  published a Notice of Intent to prepare a Programmatic
  Environmental Impact Statement for a Phase III early
  restoration plan and early restoration project types and
  also to conduct scoping meetings.
                 The purpose of this PEIS for early
  restoration is to frame and to help inform early
  restoration actions.  During the scoping, we received over
  4,000 comments.  People commented on the types of projects
  we were considering, whether they met the NRDA criteria on
  potential impacts of those projects, the need for more
  blue water projects, the need for more monitoring,
  restoration and shallow environments where people earn
  their living from oysters, crabs and shrimp, and we
  received many more comments.
                 The document that was published on December
  6th, 2013 includes the Programmatic Early Restoration PEIS
  and more, as listed on the left side of this slide.  The
  drafters of the document had two objectives:  First, to
  describe the programmatic approach proposed by the
  Trustees for addressing early restoration; and, second, to
  analyze a set of specific early restoration projects
  proposed by the Trustees that were consistent with the
  programmatic alternatives.
                 By "programmatic", we mean that the
  document conceptualizes projects and analyzes potential
  environmental effects across many potential early
  restoration project types.  Those types include creating
  and improving wetlands; restoring barrier islands and
  beaches; restoring and protecting fish, bird, turtle and
  other wildlife habitat; enhancing recreational
  experiences, and many more.  The programmatic approach is
  described in the draft document.  A Draft Programmatic
  Early Restoration Plan in that draft document, 12
  restoration project types were identified along with four
  alternatives, which I'll talk about in a minute.
                 The PEIS evaluates direct, indirect and
  cumulative effects of the potential early restoration
  project types.  "Cumulative effects" means the combined
  effects of all of those actions.  The PEIS will also
  inform the Trustees on planning for future early
  restoration plans.
                 Finally, the document evaluates projects
  that the Trustees propose in the Phase III Draft Early
  Restoration Plan, which as I said earlier, is integrated
  within the draft document.  This was done to take
  advantage of the NEPA efficiencies by analyzing them in
  the same document and also to hopefully get these projects
  to implementation as quickly as possible.  A partial list
  of those projects was announced in the Federal Register on
  May 6th, 2013.
                 The Trustees also indicated that we would
  consider other projects if we could negotiate them early
  enough in the process, in the document preparation
  process.  This added another 16 projects, for a total of
  44 projects.  The draft document does also include
  site-specific environmental reviews for the proposed
  projects.
                 So the Trustees identified 12 programmatic
  early restoration types, which are listed on the screen
  here [indicating].  The project types are divided into two
  categories.  The first category is contribute to restoring
  habitat and living and coastal marine resources.  The
  second category is contribute to providing and enhancing
  recreational opportunities.  Based on the identification
  of the project types, the Trustees developed four proposed
  alternatives.
                 Alternative No. 1 is a no-action.  We are
  required by law to include an alternative that describes
  what would happen if we took no action at all and waited
  until after the NRDA claim was resolved before we did any
  restoration implementation.  The no-action alternative is
  also used as a benchmark for comparison of the other
  alternatives.
                 Alternative No. 2 would include only
  project types that contribute to restoring habitat and
  living coastal and marine resources.
                 Alternative No. 3 would only include
  projects that contribute to providing and enhancing
  recreational opportunities.
                 The final alternative, Alternative No. 4,
  include project types that contribute to both restoring
  habitat and living and coastal marine resources and
  contributing -- contribute to providing and enhancing
  recreational opportunities.  So it's basically a
  combination of Alternative 2 and 3, and it is actually the
  Trustee's preferred alternative.
                 The Trustees are proposing a set of
  Phase III early restoration projects totaling
  approximately $627 million in estimated project costs.
  That also includes contingencies.  As you can see on the
  screen, ecological projects account for 63 percent of that
  total and recreational projects total approximately 37
  percent of the total.  The specific project information
  and environmental analysis for these projects is included
  in the draft document in Chapters 8 through 12.
                 So I'm going to bring Mr. Don Pitts up, who
  is going to talk to you about the proposed state of --
  Texas state projects.
                 MR. PITTS:  Thanks, Debora.
                 On behalf of the three state-designated
  Trustees, being the Texas Commission on Environmental
  Quality, the General Land Office and the agency I
  represent, the Texas Parks and Wildlife, I'm going to
  spend a few minutes talking to you about the
  Texas-specific projects that are being proposed in the
  document.
                 As I said before, we are proposing five
  projects totaling almost $20 million, all of which address
  recreational enhancement.  We've got a couple of state
  park enhancements on the upper Texas coast that are being
  proposed as part of the document, as well as there's three
  artificial reefs.
                 Now, you may have a quick eye and you
  notice there's four artificial reefs up there.  Right?
  Well, in a minute, I'll get you to and point it out
  exactly how the Corpus Christi reef might come in to play
  as an alternative here.
                 The first and northernmost project are some
  enhancements to Sea Rim State Park.  This is a state park
  that was impacted relatively heavily by a couple of
  hurricanes in the '90s that did some significant damage to
  the infrastructure, and what the Trustees did is reach
  into a document that was prepared by the parks folks in
  conjunction with public outreach, some of the restoration
  projects that they identified as part of a redevelopment
  plan, and reached in and grabbed a number of those to
  actually implement as part of our early restoration, the
  first of which is a Fence Lake viewing platform.
                 This is kind of a unique structure where
  we're basically building an elevated platform in the
  middle of a shallow embankment.  There will be a floating
  dock associated with it that the kayaks and canoes and
  other shallow vessels can paddle up to it in order to gain
  a bird's eye view, so to speak, of the surrounding marsh.
                 Another boardwalk is proposed for Willow
  Pond.  This is a little more easily accessible.  We have a
  main large boardwalk that will go from a main road out to
  this platform where, once again, folks will be able to
  view the natural coastal environment, the estuary, marsh,
  and the entire estuary there.
                 Also near the beach, we're proposing to
  build a fish-cleaning shelter, like you see here on the
  left, to basically enhance the ability for fishermen to
  clean their catch and utilize what they catch.
                 The last piece of the puzzle here at Sea
  Rim State Park is we're talking about building a -- or
  proposing to build a comfort station near the boat ramp to
  provide restroom facilities for folks that go out on the
  boating in the park.
                 The Galveston Island State Park proposed
  projects are a little more extensive.  It, too, was
  devastated during Hurricane Ike in 2008, and we're
  proposing a much larger scope of work here at the park.
  The area in blue is where we're talking about working.  It
  largely encompasses the same footprint of where the state
  park was before.  It's a project that's almost $11
  million.  This, too, was a -- the plan for this particular
  park was also the result of an extensive master planning
  process that included the public and a lot of
  stakeholders, so we knew that it had a lot of support from
  the local community.
                 One of the things we're proposing for the
  site are some unique elevated camping platforms, tent
  camping platforms that will be over the new structures
  that will help the public utilize the area but still
  protect the dunes underneath the footprint.
                 One of the unique features that's being
  proposed by the master plan that we're proposing to
  implement, or at least a portion of it anyway, are some
  equestrian facilities at the far western edge of the park,
  some pens and corrals to enable horseback riding easier on
  the beach, as well as a separate entrance and exit to the
  beach so that they're not interfering with public traffic
  and transport.
                 There are two camping loops that are
  proposed as part of this project with the same normal
  electric and water and tent or picnic shade shelter type
  facilities that are being proposed to be constructed, as
  well as the -- a central elevated camping area that we
  were talking about before.  To enhance their -- I guess
  the access of the public to the beach and still protect
  the natural environment, we're proposing multiple
  boardwalks across the dunes that again provide access
  without causing impact.
                 The overall restoration or redevelopment
  plan for Galveston Island State Park is much, much more
  expensive than what the Trustees are proposing.  Much of
  the work, or at least five or $6 million of the work in
  terms of paving and loops and a picnic area, or day-use
  parking area, those are monies that are all coming from a
  different source.  The Trustees are not proposing to use
  early restoration money for that.  The early restoration
  money is meant more for the day-use amenities and camping
  loop amenities as well as the beach access, is the intent
  for the early restoration funding.
                 Now, in terms of artificial reefs, as I
  said before, we're proposing to put in three artificial
  reefs offshore Texas, basically to compliment an already
  existing system of artificial reefs that are offshore.  If
  you look, the yellow dots all represent existing reefs.
  Most of them are further offshore.  What we're proposing
  are a couple that are inshore and either the ship reef or
  the Corpus Christi reef as the third alternative.  Like I
  said, those two are inshore, easier access to the boating
  public, hopefully to be a little more utilized than the
  existing artificial reefs offshore.
                 One of the key siting considerations for
  the ship reef is the Flower Gardens, another extremely
  desirable diving location that is further offshore of the
  Texas coast, and this may provide a secondary stopoff for
  folks returning or going to the Flower Gardens.
                 Just to kind of delve into the specifics of
  these projects a little bit, for the Matagorda artificial
  reef, this is ten miles off of Matagorda County, is where
  it is.  We're proposing to put in about 1600 of these
  pyramids on a sandy bottom within a 160-acre permitted
  artificial reef site.  The function of that is these reefs
  attract fish and fish attract fishermen, so that's the
  whole intent.  The overall cost is $3.5 million.
                 Off of Freeport, there is an existing reef,
  artificial reef that's partially completed right now.
  We've got a Liberty Ship we've got in the middle, along
  with some concrete and limestone rock or granite rock, I
  guess, off of Freeport now existing in the center of the
  reef structure, or reef complex, but nothing surrounding
  it.  So the intent is to go ahead and fill in the
  remaining sections of it with these same pyramid type
  structures, once again, that are kind of slowly lowered to
  the bottom with a crane and, again, attract fish that
  fishermen love to catch.
                 The ship reef, as the name implies, the
  intent behind that project is to obtain a ship that's
  about 200 foot in length, get it cleaned according to the
  EPA standards, make sure and get all the inspections and
  the permits, Federal and State permits to obtain and move
  it offshore about 67 miles and sink it in an upright
  position so that it provides a visually attractive
  location for diving operations.
                 It's further offshore in order to get the
  advantage of some blue, clean water, is the whole reason
  why it's further offshore, but this is a project that will
  serve both purposes, both diving as well as to attract
  fish that the fishermen will love to catch.
                 The overall cost of this project, at least
  from an early restoration perspective, is almost
  $1.8 million.  You may be thinking and scratching your
  head and saying, "Wait a second.  That's less than you're
  planning on spending on putting pyramids out there and
  this is a much more complex project."  Well, this project
  is something that's gotten so much support within the
  diving community that the artificial reef program has
  designated another $2.4 million to help make this happen,
  but it's not a guarantee.
                 It's a complex process to get a ship and
  clean it up, and we may or may not be able to accomplish
  that, and that's the whole purpose behind proposing the
  Corpus Christi artificial reef as a backup, using the same
  amount of money as we proposed for the artificial -- for
  the ship reef, but basically going out to the existing
  Corpus Christi reef site that, just this past fall, a
  little over a quarter of it had already been filled with
  these pyramid structures and large culverts that are
  already attracting fish.  The intent is to just basically
  use that same amount of money to complete the rest of that
  160-acre reef site.
                 So what you see is five projects for Texas.
  All of them are focused on recreational use.  That doesn't
  mean that we have forgotten about ecological impacts.  We
  have continued to work on habitat restoration as well as
  resource-specific restoration projects, and we hope to
  present those to you guys in the future.  But right now,
  what we have for you to comment on are some recreational
  use projects.
                 And, with that, Debora, I think I will turn
  it back over to you now.
                 MS. McCLAIN:  Thank you, Don.
                 Okay.  So what's next?  As Perry said
  earlier, the public comment period for the Phase III Draft
  Early Restoration Plan and Draft Programmatic Plan and
  PEIS has been extended and now closes on February 19th,
  2014.  The Trustees will review and consider all comments
  received, finalize the plan, and then issue a Record of
  Decision.  Project stipulations will then be negotiated
  and filed with the court.  The final Programmatic Early
  Restoration Plan and PEIS will be released with the
  Phase III Early Restoration Plan integrated within.
                 The document will also include a summary of
  the Trustee responses and consideration to the public
  comments that we have received.  The Trustees will move as
  quickly as we possibly can to finalize the draft document.
  Once that document is complete, it will be posted on the
  Trustee website and will also be available in local
  libraries.
                 So, again, you can make your comments here
  tonight verbally; you can hand them in, written; you can
  use the computer in the back of the room to go online to
  put your comment in, and we have someone who can assist
  you; you can mail your comments to this address on the
  screen [indicating] or at home; you can visit this website
  [indicating], which will take you to the public comment
  world.  Whatever route you choose, please do so by
  February 19th.  We do want to hear what you have to say.
                 So I would like to take this opportunity to
  thank you very much for joining us this evening and taking
  time out of your busy schedules.  Thank you.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Debora.
                 Okay.  That was a lot of information.  Now,
  we will move into part two of tonight's meeting, which is
  the most important part of tonight's meeting, and that is
  to hear from you.
                 At this time, I would like to introduce
  members of our listening table, who are both Federal and
  State Trustees or Trustee Representatives.  First, we have
  Mr. Don Pitts, who you have already heard from, Natural
  Resource Trustee for the State of Texas.  Next is
  Ms. Debora McClain, NRDA Trustee Representative,
  Department of the Interior Deputy Case Manager.  Next, we
  have Mr. Kevin Reynolds, NRDA Trustee Representative,
  Department of the Interior.  He is the Case Manager.  From
  the Environmental Protection Agency, the Trustee
  Representative is Mr. Doug Jacobson, Trustee
  Representative and Regional Program Manager for EPA's Gulf
  of Mexico Program.  From the U.S. Department of
  Agriculture, Mr. Tomas Dominguez, Assistant State
  Conservations Field Operations, and from NOAA, Mr. Jamie
  Schubert, NOAA's Fisheries Restoration Center.  I would
  like to remind each of you, in order to make verbal
  comment, all you need do is just have your name on a blue
  card so I can properly bring you forward.
                 Now that you have heard the presentation
  from both the Federal slide and the State side, are there
  any individuals who would like to make public comment who
  did not indicate so when you first signed in?  Anyone that
  needs to get their name on the list?  Please just raise
  your hand.
                 (No response from the floor)
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Okay.  If at any time, for
  the remainder of the meeting, you change your mind, just
  simply raise your hand and we'll get a card to you and
  we'll bring you forward to make your comment.
                 Since the beginning of meeting, we have had
  a few more individuals join us.  Are there any individuals
  in the house that are in need of sign language assistance
  to make a public comment?
                 (Above request is translated through
                 Spanish and sign language)
                 (No response from the floor)
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.
                 Seeing that we don't have many individuals
  to make public comment, I'm typically pretty rigid on the
  three-minute rule.  That little monitor on the listening
  table will be green for two and a half minutes, a faint
  yellow for the last 30 seconds, and then will turn red at
  three minutes.  I'll let you go on for about another
  minute because we don't have many individuals, but please
  note that, if it begins to get a little lengthy, I'll ask
  you to please take your seat and allow the next individual
  to come forward.
                 Okay.  At this time, our first individual
  is Sharon Bailey Lewis, representing the Mayor's Office.
  Ms. Lewis.
                 SPEAKER LEWIS:  Good evening, and you have
  the privilege of being in Corpus Christi at a time when
  it's cold, one of our four or five days in the winter that
  it's cold.  So congratulations to you because, usually, we
  have very, very wonderful weather.
                 My name is Sharon Bailey Lewis and I'm an
  Environmental Program Specialist for the City of Corpus
  Christi, and one of my many duties is to include Deepwater
  Horizon restoration focus.  With me tonight is our
  consultant, Tim Richardson, and I believe many of you have
  met him in the back there.
                 I bring greetings to you from Mayor Nelda
  Martinez and the City of Corpus Christi.  Mayor Martinez
  regrets that she cannot be here tonight.  She is attending
  a U.S. Conference of Mayors in Washington D.C.  She wanted
  me to convey to you that she is acutely aware of the loss
  of human life and environmental devastation from the
  Deepwater Horizon disaster.
                 The City of Corpus Christi, which is the
  most populous Texas city on the Gulf of Mexico, is also
  aware of the historic opportunity for the economic
  ecosystem reinvestments aimed at restoring the Gulf, the
  heart of the nation's energy coast where, as Congress
  pointed out in the Restore Act, we produce 90 percent of
  the nation's offshore energy.  The City shares with the
  Trustee agencies a commitment to bring into being
  responsible stewards of the environment.
                 The mission of the City of Corpus Christi
  is to deliver municipal services that meet the vital
  health, safety and general welfare needs of its residents
  and to sustain and improve their quality of life.  It is
  within this spirit that we commit to working with the
  Trustee agencies to maximize restoration outcomes for both
  humans and wildlife.
                 As mentioned previously, Corpus Christi is
  the largest Texas city on the Gulf of Mexico but with
  economic and demographic growth projections indicating
  that, within a decade, the City will become the most
  populous U.S. City located on the Gulf of Mexico.
                 We firmly believe that successful
  restoration requires a relationship that maximizes
  benefits to both marine and built environment.  The City
  would like to submit projects that have a strong water
  quality emphasis for consideration by the Trustee
  agencies.  We believe your planning documents have
  appropriately highlighted the importance of water quality
  and achieve sustainability for the Gulf of Mexico.
                 As you will hear tonight, there are many
  individuals, organizations and industries that are
  intensely dedicated to helping you meet your restoration
  objectives in Corpus Christi and the Texas Gulf Coast.  We
  recognize that you face a significant and historic
  challenge that can achieve lasting beneficial outcomes for
  the Gulf of Mexico ecosystem.  We look forward to being
  most helpful to this process and will be submitting our
  comments to you in writing.
                 Thank you again for coming, and welcome to
  the City of Corpus Christi, the Sparkling City by the Sea.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Ms. Lewis.
                 The next individual to make public comment,
  Mr. Thomas Whelan.
                 (No response from the floor)
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  The next individual, Andrea
  Hance, the Texas Shrimp Association?
                 MS. HANCE:  I'm sorry.  That's me, but I
  didn't have a comment to make.  I'm sorry.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  So that was much too brief.
                 Are there any individuals, other
  individuals, who would like to make public comment at this
  time?
                 (No response from the floor)
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  That was the entirety of the
  cards that were completed to make public comment.
                 SPEAKER LEWIS:  Should I go up again?
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Would you like more time?
                 Okay.  Remember, an important date is
  February 19th.  Absorb what you have heard tonight, take
  the information back with you, go on the website.  The
  draft plan is on the website, and I encourage you to make
  public comment, as this is a very important phase and step
  in this restoration process.
                 Many subject matter experts have come from
  afar to your community tonight.  Please take advantage of
  them being here.  They will stay here until the last
  person leaves if you have specific questions.  Any others
  who would like to make public comment at this meeting?
                 (No response from the floor)
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Seeing none.  Would you like
  to make a public comment?
                 SPEAKER MANN:  I would.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Okay.  Please come forward,
  sir, and say your name and if you're representing an
  organization for the record, and we'll get a card to you
  and get your name.
                 SPEAKER MANN:  Good evening.  I appreciate
  this opportunity.  I'm Roy Mann of The Rivers Studio.
  We're landscape architects and environmental planners
  specializing in coastal and river remediation.  I'm very
  pleased to see the progress here, and the Phase II program
  seems to be well put together.
                 I have only one short comment, and that is,
  that the efforts that are put into combining ecological
  restoration, or habitat restoration and recreational use
  development, is about the best you can do.  I, in fact,
  think it's almost nonproductive to devise new recreational
  development without attending to habitat and environmental
  improvement.  Thanks.
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  If we can get a blue card to
  this gentleman, thank you.
                 Any others who would like to make public
  comment verbally tonight?
                 (No response from the floor)
                 MR. FRANKLIN:  Before I close, I want to
  introduce a guest with us tonight, Mr. Kevin Chapman, from
  the Department of the Interior, who is an archeologist.
  He is here to gather information from you local residents
  about cultural and historical resources in your community.
  So I invite you to meet with Mr. Chapman following
  tonight's meeting.
                 Okay.  At this time, I would like to invite
  Mr. Pitts back up to close tonight's meeting.
                 MR. PITTS:  Thanks, Perry.
                 Again, I just want to thank you guys for
  coming out, especially on a night like tonight.  It's
  rather blustery out there and it's getting colder.  I do
  appreciate the effort to get out here because I know it
  takes a lot.
                 Make sure and take advantage of one of the
  opportunities for public comment, at least one.  Like I
  said, there are multiple ways of doing it.  Hopefully, one
  will fit your style well.  Please make sure and take
  advantage of that.
                 As Perry indicated, we have got folks in
  the back who are here and can help explain the process.
  We also have folks in the back representing the state
  parks as well as the artificial reef projects.  If you've
  got questions you needed answering before you -- to help
  formulate those comments, they are here to help out and
  help you make sure you understand the project and what
  they are and what the benefits are.
                 And, with that, I'll say good evening and
  thanks again for coming, guys.
                 (Audience Applause)
                 (Public Hearing concluded at 07:18:30 p.m.)
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